Making data work
If your business systems are not
providing a sufficient return on
investment, something is wrong.

DESIGN | BUILD | PROMOTE
We make IT work for you not against you.
b2b to free you data and let you automate your workday
Our tools let you schedule your data extracts while you focus on running your business. Simple tools built with the SME
business in mind.
b2b for the SME
Our suite of b2b tools for SMEs makes exchanging
business data easy. We develop data integration solutions
enabling your website to talk to your accounting system.
Many companies have a website and almost all have an
accounting system, so why are so few making them talk
to each other?
We can improve the way that you do business, removing
the tedium and letting you get back to what really matters
in your business, providing excellent service to your
customers.
Our b2b business software solution for SMEs has been
developed to allow smaller companies to talk to each
other.
Our simple tools allow regular transfer of data without the
need for a custom solution. Now even small companies
can afford to regularly export data for offline analysis or
exchange it with their business partners. Our suite of b2b
tools provide the ability to carry out everyday tasks like
exporting sales figures and then emailing the results to a
group of people.
Our tools let you schedule your data extracts while you
focus on running your business. We can develop custom
modules if you have additional needs and we supply a
no surprise guarantee, you will receive a comprehensive
quotation of what we will do, how long it will take and for
a fixed price - no nasty surprises.

CSV Conversion
Do you get regular data extracts from suppliers and third
parties and need to reformat the data to suit your system?
Our CSV converter lets you define the translation from the
source to the output once and then it can be scheduled
ODBC Export
Do you use ODBC to extract data from your business systems?
Our ODBC module lets you create a definition, schedule the
extract and even automatically email it to a group of people,
great for daily or weekly statistics.
Unattended File Transfer
If you need to get or put data to your websiteor remote
branch without user interaction, then out UFTP module lets
you automate this without compromising security.
Flexible Schduling
Because most people want end of month processes, our
scheduler was written with business in mind. It knows about
end of month and last working day of the month.
ARRANGE A FREE CONSULTATION
Speak to us today and learn how we can help you to
• automate data exchange
• automate CSV reformatting
• email exported data
• transfer data to websites
Our products are written to be easy to use and come with
telephone support and advice.
Call us today to learn more +64 9 889 4334
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